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ABSTRACT. Fifteen I: 250000 and one I: 1000 000 scale Landsat Thematic
Mapper (TM) image mosaic maps are currently being produced of the \Vest Antarctic
ice streams on the Shirase and Siple Coasts. Landsat TM images were acquired
between 1984 and 1990 in an area bounded approximately by 78°-82.5°S and 120"-
1600 W. Landsat 'I'M bands 2, 3 and 4 were combined to produce a single band,
thereby maximizing data content and improving the signal-to-noise ratio. The
summed single band was processed with a combination of high- and low-pass filters to
remove longitudinal striping and normalize solar elevation-angle effects. The images
were mosaicked and transformed to a Lambert conformal conic projection using a
cubic-convolution algorithm. The projection transformation was controled with ten
weighted geodetic ground-control points and internal image-to-image pass points with
annotation of major glaciological features. The image maps are being published in two
formats: conventional printed map sheets and on a CD-ROM.

INTRODUCTION

A series of Landsat image maps is being produced to
supporL ongoing and future glaciological and geological
research in the vicinity of "Ice Streams C, D, E and F",
Shirase and Siple Coasts, \Vest Antarctica (Bindscha-
dIe I' and others, 1988). Eighteen Landsat thematic
mapper (TM) images were acquired from 1984 to 1990
between approximately 78" and 82.5" Sand 1200 and
1600 W. The images were mosaicked and processed by
the USGS Image Processing Facility, Flagstafl~ Arizona.
The image mosaic covered sufficient area to produce 15
individual I : 250 000 scale map sheets based on latitude
and longitude guidelines established by the Interna-
tional Map of the World (IMW) geographic reference
system. The nearly cloud-free image mosaic gives an
excellent regional view of the entire area and will be
released in digital format and as a I: I 000 000 scale
printed map.

USGS MAPPING IN ANTARCTICA

Since the mid-1940s, early maps relied on traditional
mapping techniques using aerial photography and
geographic control based on ground surveys from
astronomical control points. A listing of USGS Antarctic

maps, including satellite-image maps, can be found in
U.S. Geological Survey (1987).

\Vhen the first Landsat satellite was launched, it was
immediately recognized that Landsat imagery would be
able to improve greatly the accuracy and coverage of
Antarctic mapping (Southard and MacDonald, 1974;
MacDonald, 1976a). The satellite-image data cover all
of Antarctica from the coastal areas to 82.5° S and allow
mapping of areas previously unexplored (Williams and
Ferrigno, 1988). Landsat imagery has been used to
revise and update some of the earlier topographic maps
(MacDonald, 1976c). The imagery is able to provide
topographic detail without the expensive and time--
consuming process of air-brushing shaded relief. The
imagery has been used with the sole addi tion of a
geographic grid to produce an image map. It has also
been used for map preparation after intensive digital
processing to enhance features and transform geometric
projection. It has also been used to provide base material
for portraying other scientific information, such as
geophysical data, blue-ice areas, geological and glaciol-
ogical interpretation, velocity vectors and areas of
coastal change (Lucchitta and Ferguson, 1986; Fer-
rigno and Gould, 1987; Lucchitta and others, 1987;
Swithinbank, 1988; Ferrigno and Molnia, 1989; Fer-
rigno and others, 1993; Lucchitta and others, 1993).

Six satellite-image maps have been produced in color at
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1 :2.')0000 scale for areas around Ross Island and the Dry
Valleys using Landsat 1 and 2 MSS imagery. Image maps
of the ~1c\-lurdo Sound region have been produced at scales
ranging from 1: 250000 to 1 : 1000000. With the launch of
Landsat 4 in 1982 and Landsat 5 in 1984, which carried
thematic mapper (T1VI)sensors, a marked improvement in
geometric aecuracy and increased pixel resolution (28.5 m)
was achieved. The increased resolution satellite images,
combined with the development of the Global Positioning
System (GPS), has made it possible to revolutionize
Antarctic mapping. The maps of the Shirase and Siple
Coast area discussed here have utilized the Landsat 4 and 5
T~l imagery, but have relied on traditionally surveyed
ground control and two Doppler-satellite positions, because
GPS control has only recently begun to replace older
surveying techniques in Antarctica and was not available for
this area when the imagery was mosaicked.

At this date, LSGS map coverage extends from the
base of the Antarctic Peninsula counter-clockwise along the
coast almost to the Amery Ice Shelf. However, a project is
currently under way that will produce 241: 1000000 scale
maps of the entire coastal regions of Antarctica based on
Landsat 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 imagery. The maps will show
glaciologic features, ice-surface velocities and coastal
change over a 15-20 year time span, and will comprehen-
sively inventory outlet glaciers and ice streams.

IMAGE PROCESSING

Landsat images used for this project are listed in Table 1.
The 18 image mosaic was produced using the USGS Mini
Image Processing System (MIPS). Landsat TM bands 2,
3 and} were combined to maximize data content,
improve the signal-to-noise ratio and produce a single-
band product. A combination of high-pass and low-pass

Table I: J~andsat 4 and 5 Tlvf ima/ieJY used m the
Shirase and Siple Coast maPPing project

Path/Row Scene J.D. Date Azimuth Sun
elevation

6/118 50276-14544 02 Dec 84 91 22
71119 51051-14510 16 Jan 87 10.') 18
9/118 51049-15025 14 Jan 87 98 20
14fl17 51052-15333 17 Jan 87 92 20
14/118 51052-1533.') 17 Jan 87 98 19
14Jl19 42406-15472 15 Feb 89 101 11
16fl19 51050-1.1464 15 .Ian 87 105 19
19/116 51055-16040 20 Jan 87 87 21
19f1l7 42377-]6170 17 Jan 89 89 2]
19f1l8 42761-16172 OS Feb 90 95 15
25/l16 51049-16410 14 Jan 87 87 22
25/117 51049-16412 14 Jan 87 92 21
25/117 51065-16415 30 Jan 87 92 17

215 122 51052-12174 17 Jan 87 132 15
226 121 .')0329-1 335.'i 24Jan85 119 I.')
226 122 50329-13362 24 Jan 85 129 14
233 118 42708-14203 14 Dec 89 91 23
233 119 51050-14074 15 Jan 87 105 19
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filtering was used to remove the longitudinal stnpmg
noise present in the TM data that is quite obvious in low-
contrast areas such as Antarctica. A separate high-pass
filter (201 x 201) was applied to the data to suppress the
difference in illumination across each scene caused by the
position of the Sun in relation to the TM scanner. It was
later determined that the use of this high-pass filter
enhanced small topographic features and aided inter-
pretation of flow dynamics but tended to "flatten" large
topographic features such as ice domes and inter-ice-
stream ridges. Further processing is planned to restore the
appearance oflarge-scale topographic relief to the mosaic

The individual images were geometrically transformed
to a Lambert conformal conic projection using a cubic-
convolution algorithm. The projection-transformation
algorithm was controled with ten geodetic ground-control
points and numerous internal image-to-image pass points.
A least-squares approximation was derived that minimized
adjustments between images. The calculated adjustments
were only for translation and scale, producing errors as
much as 300 m at some geodetic ground-control points. It
was impossible to determine map accuracy in areas not
covered by control points. Also, the distribution of the
control points is not optimum. Most of the control points
are located at the northwestern edge of the mosaic, where
the rock outcrops are located. If more control were
available on stationary or slowly moving ice features in
the southern and eastern parts of the mosaic, the errors
would have been reduced.

Before digital mosaic king, seam lines were drawn
using an interactive software package. The seam lines
were placed to eliminate as much of the cloud and cloud-
shadow areas as possible and to give the best possible gray
tone to match. After the images were mosaicked, the
mosaic was contrast-stretched to further enhance subtle
topographic features.

GEODETIC CONTROL

Before the advent of satellite-positioning technology in the
mid-1970s, a continent-wide network of geodetic control,
such as that covering the U.S.A., did not exist for Antarctica.
Rather than a single datum, numerous regional and local
networks were established, each with an independently
defined datum established by astronomic methods. Stations
of a network were connected to the astronomic stations bv
conventional terrestrial surveying methods.

By the method of astronomic and conventional terrestrial
surveying, very useful geodetic control was established in
support of USGS's Antarctic mapping projects (MacDonald,
1976b). Since most stations in these networks were rock-
based, the networks are sparse due to large areas of ice
between mountain ranges. Stations established on ice an:
subject to vertical and lateral movements. The unstable
conditions for ice-based stations make them unsuitable for
permanent geodetic control stations.

Nevertheless, internal consistency of the local and
regional networks is very good, perhaps at the meter level
relative to the astro-defined datum origin (astronomic
observation station). \Vhere there is no direct connection
by terrestrial surveying methods to other control net-
works, inconsistencies on the order of ,,-,300 m between
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Table 2. Ground-control points usedfor [.andsat image mosaic

Control jJOints [,atitude Longitude Surve} method

Mount :'<Ji]sen(Mar]ene)
Drummond Peak (X6S)
La Gorce Peak (E7S)
Mount Josephine (Tony)
McKinley Peak (S5S)
Mount Monson (Court)
Lewisohn :'<Junatak
Moody Is]and (H6S)
Byrd Camp (Byrd)
Ice Stream C (Knoll ])

78°03'] 6" S
77°5]']9" S
77"37'31" S
77°31'41"S
77°53'45" S
77°30'27" S
77°38'24" S
7TI7'08" S
80"00' 41" S
82°21'22" S

I55G 19'34" W
]53°.18']3" W
153°41'35"W
153°06'29" W
148018'10" W
143°30'58" W
142°49'14" W
]49°31'50"W
] 19°30'26" W
153°38'53" W

Astronomic
Astronomic
Astronomic
Astronomic
Astronomic
Astronomic
Astronomic
Astronomic
Dopp]er
Doppler

CARTOGRAPHIC PREPARATION

Fig. 1. Sketch map showing area covered ~y 15 1 : 250000
scale [,andsat TAI image maps ~lthe Shirase and Siple
Coast ice streams, HTest Antarctica.

Once the digital mosaic of the project area was
constructed, 15 individual 1: 250000 scale map quad-
rangles were extracted based on the Internationa] lVlap of
the World (1:\:1 WI geographic-reference system. See
Figure 1 for a sketch of the area covered by the
quadrangles. Figure 2 is a black-and-white copy of one
of the first five of the maps to be printed.

IMAGE INTERPRET AnON

The processing steps, while greatly enhancing the
topographic features, have introduced some minor
artifacts into the image map. In a few instances, curved
banding and striping can be seen on some inter-ice-stream
ridges on the maps, a result of the contrast stretch applied
over areas in which the unprocessed T:VI bands vary only
by a few discrete brightness levels.

An attempt was made to achieve an optimum
compromise: to reduce the artifacts as much as possible
while still retaining most of the enhancement of the digital
processing. The high-pass filter used to suppress the
illumination variation tended to "flatten" the appearance
of larger topographical features, such as the inter-iee-
stream ridges and ice domes, relative to the smaller
features within the ice streams. This effect is not especially
noticeable on the individual map quadrangles but is much
more obvious on the complete mosaic. It was determined
that this processing was advantageous for recognizing and
interpreting small features and flow dynamics but that
additional processing steps would be taken to restore the
appearance of topographic relief to the image mosaic.
Other artifacts generated by the high-pass filtering process
sometimes appear on large-scale features that have
regional changes in slope. For example, ridge crests or
ice grounding-lines may have additional apparent breaks
in slope parallel to the main break in slope.

The images show several features that are highly
ephemeral or that move as the ice flows. Ragged-edged
patches, particularly evident on inter-ice-stream ridges,
indicate differences in the reflectance of the surface-snow-
cover due to grain-size variations and/or the presence of
hoar frost on the surface. Fresh snow with its higher
albedo appears as a lighter tone in the image than older
snow (firn). The shape and location of these patches may
change with every storm .in the area. Individual crevasses
and snow dunes within the ice streams are in motion at
speeds up to 690 m a-I, and have moved tram the location
they were in when the imagery was acquired. However,
the general location and shape of entire crevasse fields,
and of larger topographic undulations in the ice streams,
are relatively fixed.

A]though the image mosaic is predominantly cloud-
free, there are a few clouds and cloud shadows which
obscure some glaciologic features. Even though the clouds

9O"W900E

networks sometimes exist. The astronomic positions defin-
ing each network datum are accurate to about ,,-,300m.

Ten geodetic control stations were used to control the
image mosaic (Table 2). Two of the ten stations were at
ice-based monuments. The remaining eight stations were
cstab]ished by USGS during the 1960s and based on the
1967 rock-based Snoopy astronomic fix. The coordinates
wcre determined by connections to the astro station using
conventional traversing methods. Observations incorpor-
ated in the traverse adjustments included directions and
\Trtica] angles measured with theodolites, distances
measured with electronic distance-measuring instrum-
ents and elevations measured with aneroid barometers.
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Fig. 2. Black-and-white f}/wtograph showing reduced IAHV map sheet SU 6-10/1 covering part of lee Stream Ie'and inter-
ice-stream ridge E/F. Alap sheet published all: 1250000 scale. COp'yrighl U.S. Geological Surve}.

may hide some features, it is generally possible to
disringuish visually betvveen clouds and surface features.

GLACIOLOGIC FEATURES

Interpretation and annotation of glaciologic features were
based on inspeetion of the imagery (Scambos and
Bindschadler, 1991) and field work through the
1991-92 field season. The Landsat TM image mosaic
extends east west from Byrd Camp to Ross Ice Shelf and
north -south from SuJzberger Bay and the Ford Ranges to
about the middle of Ice Stream C at 82.5" S. The
glaciologic features in the region of the image mosaic
include glaciers, ice streams, former ice streams, inter-ice-
stream ridges, crevasse fields, catchment areas and
floating ice shelf (Fig. 3).

The Ross Ice Shelf is generally flat in appearance,
although a group of ice rumples, previously noted by
Swithinbank (19BB: occur in front of Ice Streams D and
E. Short troughs oriented normal to flow in the region
immediately downstream of the grounding line of lee
Stream E are attributed to the formation and gradual
enlarging of bottom crevasses as the ice transfers from the
grounded state to the floating state. Flow bands and the
crevasse pattern of shear boundaries can be traced across
the Ross Ice Shelf and perhaps Ilsed to reconstruct historic
ice dynamics of the ice streams. Sulzberger Bay and
Sulzberger Ice Shelf are visihle at the northwestern edge

of the mosaic but are partially obscured by clouds. Kiel
Glacier, discharging into the Ross Ice Shelf on the western
edge of the mosaic, appears about as wide as Ice Stream D
at the grounding line but has a much smaller catchment
area and probably a smaller discharge also Kiel Glacier
and "Ice Stream F", smaller than Ice Streams A, B, C. D
and E, do not exhibit the flow-streaming appearance so
noticeable on Ice Streams D and E.

The ice streams in the region are characterized by
crevasses, relatively high-frequency and high-ampli-
tude surface undulations, and a high density of flow
bands. Former icc streams (specifically, Ice Stream CI
are similar in appearance but lack sur[ace crevasses
and, in general, have more subdued features due to
burial by snow after rapid flow ceased. Inter-ice-stream
ridges are characterized by smooth to very slight!>
undulating surface topography with flow bands absent
or very [aint. Ridge "crests" are apparent on the
imagery. It is easy to delineate ice streams and inter-
ice-stream ridges in the coastal areas but it becomes
increasingly diHieult to diHerentiate between the two in
the upper reaches of the ice streams towards the eastern
edge of the mosaic. The ice streams widen, their
margins become more cliHllse, flow bands become fe,ver
and the undulations within the streams become more
subdued. In the upstream regions, inter-ice-stream
ridges are characterized by areas of slightly smoother
topography bounded by ice containing very faint flow
hands.
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Fig. 3. Rlack-and-white Photograph ofa preliminary' mosaic showing annotation of maJor glaciologic features. C, D, F;and
F rifer to ice streams. CjD, DIE and ElF are the inter-ice-stream ridges. R.I.S. is the Ross Ice Shelf, SD is Siple Dome,
SB is Sulzberger B~y and K is Kiel Glacier. Approximate scale is 1: 4000000. Sulzberger B(q is the northernmost
identified fea ture.

Flow features can be used in part to define the
catchment areas of the ice streams. Flow features can be
traced to the eastern edge of the mosaic in the vicinity of
Byrd Camp ("-'80C S, 120" W). However, it appears that
there is no dear-cut boundary between the origin of one ice
stream and another (at least in the case of Ice Streams D
and E). Instead, many small flow patterns interfinger
(some appearing more dynamic than others) and appear to
move downstream around bedrock or slower-moving ice
obstructions, gradually coalescing into well-defined ice
streams.

Landsat imagery is valuable for interpreting many
other features as well. The imagery provides better
delineation of the grounding line (or grounding zone) at
the outflow area of lee Streams D and E than has been
previously reported and refines the shape of the western
margin of Siple Dome. :\iloreover, the images reveal
several additional lineations on the northern and eastern
sides of Siple Dome that are believed to represent relict
ice-stream margins and flow bands (Fig. 4·). If these
features actually represent a different pattern of ice-
stream flow, the cross-cutting relationships of these
features and structures in Ice Stream C suggest the
pattern must be older than the cessation of Ice Stream C,

which is estimated to have ceased rapid flow "-'250 years
ago (Shabtaie and Bentley, 1987). Similar features are
also observed near the mouth of Ice Stream C
(Stephenson and Bindschadler, 1990).

A variety of boundaries are observed at the margins of
the ice streams where they border the more slowly moving
inter-ice-stream ridges. These are shown on the maps as
two-boundary types, characterized by the estimated
degree of shearing represented by ice motion at the
interface. Boundaries mapped as solid lines are inter-_
preted to have a high-shearing velocity contrast. Dashed
lines indicate less-distinct boundaries interpreted to have
a smaller, low-shearing velocity contrast. Boundaries of
former ice streams are shown as dashed and dotted lines,
with no attempt made to determine their former velocity
or shear.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

.. 6 ')
The contment of AntarctIca encompasses nearly 14 x 10 km-
and contains about 91 % of the volume of glacier ice on
Earth. It is clear that Landsat and other satellite imagery
has much to offer scientific research in Antarctica. It can
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Fig. 4. Image oj map quadrangle SU 6-10/5-9* showing
annotation of major glaciologic features. Siple Dome is in
the center oj the ima/"e. Ice Stream C is at the bottom of the
image and Ice Stream D can be seen in the upper right
comer. Possible relict boundaries are shown with question
marks. Approximate scale is 1: 1300000.

be used by cartographers in conjunction with GPS to
produce the most accurate and cost-effective maps of this
remote and incompletely mapped continent. It also offers
glaciologists, geologists and other scientists photographic
and digital data that can be used for mapping and
interpretation of structure and dynamics (both present
and historic), and of changes that may have occurred.
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